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SPINNING 
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NU25 

ALYSSA        7:30am 
SPINNING 
LAURA         7:15am     

FIGHT TO FIT 

NATE               10am 

** The university reserves the right to change this schedule as deemed necessary** 

SPRING 2015 Aerobic Schedule 
January 20th— March 6th 

Morning Classes 

Evening Classes 

Kiernan Recreation Center   
“Your Center for Campus Recreation” (716)-286-8055 



CLASS DESCRIPTIONS 
Boot Camp A popular interval class that mixes calisthenics and body weight exercises with cardio 

and strength training. These Boot Camps are designed in a way to be different all the  

time 

Dance 2  

Fitness 

Want a great work out while learning the latest hip hop, salsa and break dancing moves?  

Come check out this class. An awesome time and sick work out!  

Fight to  

Fit 

Cardio kickboxing mixed into a circuit training routine. This class incorporates basic 

kickboxing techniques & movements while having fun and burning calories! Core  

training is the primary purpose of this class so if you’re looking to build washboard abs 

look no further! 

Functional 

Stretching 

Taught by a Doctor of Physical Therapy (DPT), functional (or specific) stretching, like 

strengthening, is aimed at targeting a specific muscle or group of muscles on your body 

with the intent to increase tissue flexibility (or strength) in completing a certain        

movement.  

HIIT 
(High Intensity  Interval Training ) 

High Intensity Interval Training (HIIT) is a system of organizing cardiorespiratory    

and/or resistance training which calls for repeated bouts of short duration, high-intensity     

exercise intervals intermingled with periods of lower intensity intervals of active        

recovery.  

Kettlebell Kettlebell exercises are an efficient and effective way to build strength and burn  

calories! Each movement delivers strength training and cardiovascular exercises all in 

one. Come challenge yourself and try out this dynamic full body workout!  

NU25 
Based off of the popular T25® program, NU25 is a high intensity, 25 minute exercise 

routine mixing continuous body weight exercises with intense core training to maximize 

the burning of calories. This class is perfect for those who want to commit to an intense  

Exercise program but are limited in time. 

Spinning Indoor Cycling class that offers high energy stationary bike workouts that enhance  

cardiovascular endurance and muscular strength. Participants select personal intensity 

levels during the workout through body position and bike tension.  

TRX®  

Suspension  

If you want a toned, in shape body then the TRX Suspension Training classes are perfect 

for you. Used by the U.S. Army, TRX training uses your own body weight for a total 

body workout, helping to build your core strength, flexibility, and muscular endurance. 

You choose the level of intensity of each workout, but every time you participate in this 

class you will see great results.  

Yoga Hindu spiritual and ascetic discipline, a part of which, including breath control, simple 

meditation, and the adoption of specific bodily postures, is widely practiced for health 

and relaxation.  

Zumba A Latin inspired fitness dance party! Come tone your body to pop and Latin music. 

Zumba consists of easy-to-follow, calorie burning, body energizing movements that will 

keep you coming back for more.  
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